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Abstract— The bone healing process involves a sequence of 

cellular actions and interactions, regulated by biochemical and 

mechanical signals. Experimental studies have shown that 

ultrasound accelerates bone ossification and has a multiple 

influence on angiogenesis and bone healing underlying 

mechanisms. In this study we present a mathematical model for 

deriving predictions of bone healing under the presence of 

ultrasound. The primary objective is to account for the ultrasound 

effect on angiogenesis and more specifically on the transport of the 

Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF). The model consists 

of i) partial differential equations which describe the 

spatiotemporal evolution cells, growth factors, tissues and 

ultrasound acoustic pressure and ii) velocity equations of 

endothelial tip cells  which determine the development of the blood 

vessel network. The results demonstrated that ultrasound 

accelerates bone healing. In addition the evolution of the average 

osteoblast, vascular and bone matrix densities were also enhanced. 

The proposed model could be regarded as a step towards the 

ultrasonic evaluation of bone since it can provide quantitative 

criteria for the monitoring of bone healing and angiogenesis. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

RACTURE  healing is a complicated process that includes 

a multiple cellular mechanisms and stages. The process 

begins with an inflammatory stage, which leads to the creation 

of the callus and the differentiation of tissues within the callus 

and is completed with the callus resorption and bone 

remodeling. 

More specifically in the secondary type of bone healing the 

inflammatory stage starts when a fracture occurs and includes 

the formation of a hematoma and cell death caused by the 

disruption of the local blood supply. This is followed by an 

aseptic inflammatory response which leads to the absorption of 

the necrotic tissue, revascularization of the region as well as cell 

proliferation and differentiation. Angiogenesis is then initiated 
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from the release of the inflammatory cytokines triggering the 

activities of osteoclasts and macrophages [1, 2, 3]. In the second 

stage, progenitor cells produce new cells which deliver 

fibroblasts and intercellular constituents for the development of 

the soft granulation tissue [4]. In the third stage i.e., the bone 

callus formation, new chondrocytes and osteoblasts are created 

within the granulation tissue [5, 6].  

The fracture callus tissue is then created which is divided in 

the hard callus, where intramembranous ossification occurs and 

the soft callus, where endochondral ossification takes place [7]. 

Inside the initial callus and close to the fracture site, 

osteochondral cells differentiate into chondrocytes. Thereafter 

After one or two weeks, chondrocytes divide and synthesize 

cartilage [8] and the callus mostly contains hypertrophic 

chondrocytes. New blood vessels are developed in the calcified 

cartilage which is then replaced with ossified tissue and woven 

bone through endochondral ossification. In the final stage bone 

remodeling occurs during which the external callus is 

remodeled into cortical bone [8]. After completion of this stage 

the bone gains its original size, shape and strength. 

Angiogenesis is a vital part of bone healing, since it re-

establishes blood flow at the fracture site, preventing thus 

ischaemic necrosis and allowing repair. Many growth factors, 

including fibroblast growth factor (FGF), bone morphogenetic 

protein (BMP), transforming growth factor (TGF), and vascular 

endothelial growth factor (VEGF) families play a key 

angiogenic and osteogenic role during fracture healing [9, 10]. 

These factors are produced by and responded to by various cell 

types existing at the fracture site [9].  

Although the exact mechanisms behind angiogenesis are not 

yet fully understood VEGF is known to play a key role [11]. 

VEGF is produced by cells in hypoxia and diffuses towards 

existing blood vessels as well as by hypertrophic chondrocytes 

triggering the endochondral ossification pathway. When VEGF 

reaches nearby blood vessels it will activate endothelial cells to 

express “tip cell” phenotype or become “stalk cells”. A tip cell 
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senses microenvironmental stimuli by using filopodia and 

moves away from its mother vessel giving lead to a new blood 

vessel branch. The newly developing branches are lengthened 

through chemotaxis i.e., the movement of the tip cell towards 

the source of VEGF. As the cell attaches and moves along fibers 

in the extracellular matrix, there is also a haptotactic component 

of tip cell motion [12, 13]. 

A. Computational Models of Bone Healing including 

Angiogenesis 

Several computational studies have been performed to 

simulate bone healing in order to elucidate the underlying 

mechanisms of cell activities and angiogenesis [14, 15]. In 2005 

a fuzzy logic model was proposed to model fracture healing 

[16] and the fracture vascularity. This study was based on the 

study of [17]. Angiogenesis process was modelled via a single 

variable s different basic mechanoregulatory rules. The fuzzy 

logic rules of this study were later adapted by Chen et al. [18] 

in order to model nutrition supply in the fracture site instead of 

vascularity. A continuous mathematical model of bone 

regeneration describing healing has been also presented by 

Geris et al. [19] using a system of partial differential equations 

in which the  unknown variables were the densities of cell types, 

growth factors and tissues. The spatiotemporal development of 

endothelial cell concentration and vascular density was used to 

model the angiogenesis process. The predicted healing process 

was in accordance with experimental observations. However, 

the authors pointed out that the discrete nature of vasculature 

cannot be fully described by continuous variables. To this end 

the same group further extended their work by adapting the 

system of PDEs so as to describe vascularization with a discrete 

variable [12]. The proposed angiogenesis model was based on 

a previous deterministic hybrid model [13], in which a set of 

PDEs describes the velocity of each tip cell, and also simulated 

sprout dynamics i.e., blood vessel growth and branching.  

A lattice-based model has been also presented to describe 

tissue differentiation and angiogenesis in a bone/implant 

fracture under shear loading [20]. This study was based in the 

work of Anderson and Chaplain [21] in which the tip cell 

motion was simulated as a probabilistic biased random walk. 

An additional tissue differentiation stimulus i.e., the oxygen 

concentration level, was inserted in the mechanoregulatory 

algorithm in order to account for angiogenesis. More 

specifically oxygen diffusion is limited to a few hundred 

micrometers from capillaries. Higher loads were found to lead 

to lower vascularization rates and thus delayed bone formation. 

The results were in accordance with experimental findings. This 

model was also used for the evaluation of the effect of cell 

seeding and mechanical loading on scaffolds [22] and the 

investigation of the differences in bone repair between small 

and large animals [20].  

A similar method was also used in [23] for the determination 

of the acceleration of the tip cells. A rule-based model of 

sprouting angiogenesis has been also reported in [24] where the 

elongation and proliferation of stalk cells as well as the effect 

of Notch factor production are explicitly simulated. 

B. Effects of Ultrasound on Bone Healing Mechanisms  

Quantitative ultrasound has been widely used for the 

investigation of the underlying mechanisms of the ultrasound 

effect and the assessment of bone healing process. Physically 

ultrasound induces mechanical forces at the cellular level which 

have been shown to regulate bone formation [1, 25]. In an 

experimental study [26] the authors by applying (Low Intensity 

Pulsed Ultrasound) LIPUS on osteoporotic fracture rat models 

found an earlier bridging of the fracture gap and increased 

amount of callus formation as compared with the control group. 

In addition they also found higher amounts of cartilage at weeks 

2-4 post-fracture in the LIPUS group suggesting that the earlier 

callus formation may be attributed to enhanced endochondral 

ossification. In a later work [27] aiming at the investigation of 

the effect of different LIPUS intensities on fracture healing it 

was found that low-density bone volume fraction was 

significantly higher in the group treated with LIPUS at ISATA = 

30mW/cm2 than in the control group. LIPUS at higher intensity 

was found not to further accelerate bone healing. US has been 

also found to accelerate primary callus formation in femur and 

fibular osteotomies in rabbits [28]. More specifically it was 

observed that for the first 10–12 days post-fracture, US caused 

a rapid increase in callus formation which was then stabilized. 

On the other hand, this rapid increase in callus formation in 

control osteotomies occurred at approximately 2 weeks after 

fracture. In another study [29] by applying US on rat femoral 

fractures it was found that chondrocytes exhibit a significant 

increase in aggrecan gene expression after exposure to US 

which is correlated with chondrogenesis [30]. Furthermore, US 

was also found to cause earlier falls in the expression of the 

same genes [29], which has been found to be correlated with 

cartilage hypertrophy and endochondral ossification [40]. The 

authors stated that one possible mechanism is the direct US 

stimulation of the chondrocytes [31, 32, 33] or the fact that US 

leads to an enhanced calcium uptake as shown in [31]. Zhang 

et al., [34] by applying Pulsed Low Intensity Ultrasound 

(PLIUS) separately to cultured proximal and distal parts of 

chick sternum found that ultrasound increases the expression of 

type X collagen from hypertrophic chondrocytes that are at the 

terminal stage of differentiation.     

As regards angiogenesis ultrasound has been shown to 

significantly enhance blood vessel formation due to an increase 

of the levels of cytokines’, fibroblast growth factor, and 

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), which are related 

to angiogenesis. In two experimental studies of ultrasound 

application on human osteoblasts, gingival fibroblasts and 

blood mononuclear cells [35, 36] cytokines that are related with 

angiogenesis were found significantly stimulated in osteoblasts, 

and VEGF levels were found increased. Increased VGEF 

expression at week 4 to 8 post-fracture indicating increased 

amounts of new blood vessel formation is also reported in [26]. 

The authors suggested that angiogenesis is enhanced by LIPUS 

during the remodeling phase of healing in osteoporotic 

fractures. In another study [37] it was found that low-intensity 

power Doppler ultrasound application on ulnar osteotomies in 

dogs caused increased vascularity in the fracture site which 

enhances the delivery of growth factors and cytokines 
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necessary for the healing process. 

Furthermore it has been also shown that the US frequency 

plays vital role in angiogenesis and that during the 

inflammatory stage the main US receptors in the granulation 

tissue are the macrophage [38-39]. In two other studies [40-41] 

macrophages have been shown to induce angiogenesis in vivo 

by producing angiogenic factors, and to increase the levels of 

endothelial cell proliferation in vitro. In another study of US 

application on chick chorioallantoic membrane [42] it was also 

showed that ultrasound can induce angiogenesis in vivo. The 

study also showed that effect is more pronounced for specific 

US intensities and frequencies.  

C. Computational Studies of Ultrasonic Assessment of 

Intact and Healing Bones  

A large number of animal and clinical studies have also 

investigated the ability of quantitative ultrasound to monitor the 

healing process [43]. These studies have demonstrated that the 

propagation velocity across fractured bones can be used as an 

indicator of healing [43]. Furthermore the technique of 

ultrasound axial transmission, has been proven effective in 

providing ultrasonic parameters that are related to long bone’s 

mechanical and geometrical properties.  

Researchers have also recently developed computational 

models of ultrasound wave propagation in bones aiming to 

further enhance the monitoring capabilities of ultrasound. 

Nevertheless these models are currently focused on describing 

realistic bone geometries and their mechanical properties at a 

meso- and macro-level [1-3]. Furthermore they primarily aim 

at investigating the possibility of employing novel means of 

evaluating the mechanical properties of bone and monitoring 

the healing course without making any attempt to describe the 

underlying physiological healing phenomena. On the other 

hand mechanobiological and mathematical models have been 

extensively used to 1) describe the mechanisms by which 

mechanical loads regulate biological processes through signals 

to cells and 2) simulate the complex biological processes, such 

as bone repair which are difficult to be experimentally and 

clinically studied. Therefore such models can aid in providing 

novel insights and fundamental understanding of the influence 

of US on bone healing. 

In this work we present a deterministic hybrid model for bone 

healing and angiogenesis predictions under the effect of 

ultrasound. The model is based on the work of [12] consisting 

of partial differential equations which describe the 

spatiotemporal evolution of soft tissues, bone and the 

development of blood vessel network. We assume that 

ultrasound primarily affects the transport of VEGF. An 

extensive sensitivity analysis for the newly introduced 

parameters is evaluated. The results are corroborated by 

comparisons with previous studies in order to elucidate the 

exact cellular mechanisms that lead to acceleration of bone 

healing due to ultrasound. 

  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Model overview 

The proposed model of healing includes 12 differential 

equations as presented in [12] describing the spatiotemporal 

variation of mesenchymal stem cells (cm), fibroblasts (cf), 

chondrocytes (cc), osteoblasts (cb), fibrous extracellular matrix 

(mf), cartilaginous extracellular matrix (mc), bone extracellular 

matrix (mb), generic osteogenic (gb), chondrogenic (gc) and 

vascular growth factors (gv) as well as the concentration of 

oxygen and nutrients (n). To represent the sprout dynamics the 

discrete variable cv is used. The partial differential equations 

(PDE) are of taxis-diffusion-reaction type: 
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where m=mf + mc + mb is the total tissue density.  

To model the effect of ultrasound we adopt the idea presented 

in a previous mathematical model of VEGF diffusion in solid 

tumors including the effect of interstitial convection on 

proangiogenic and antiangiogenic factor concentrations [44]. 

Thus we introduce in (10) the contribution of interstitial fluid 

velocity u as follows: 
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where u satisfies the Darcy’s law,  
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,K p  u                                                                           (13) 

with K being the hydraulic conductivity of the interstitium and 

p is the interstitial fluid pressure. In view of (13), (12) obtains 

the form:  
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 (14) 

According to a previous study on the estimation of flow 

properties on porous media [45], for a fluid-saturated medium 

subjected to a small amplitude oscillatory pressure gradient, 

i.e., under the ultrasound presence, the pressure fluctuation 

causes micro fluid flow through the sample so that to release 

the differential pressure. This phenomenon can be described by 

dynamic diffusion i.e.,   

  ,p

p
D p

t


  


                (15) 

where Dp is the diffusivity of the ultrasound acoustic pressure 

explained in [45].  

Figure 1 depicts the area of an injured long bone where the 

equations (1)-(15) are applied. It should be mentioned that the 

present model captures the most important aspects of fracture 

healing. The inflammatory and remodeling phase are not 

included in the model.  

The non-dimensionalized parameters, variables and 

functional forms related to migration, proliferation, 

chondrogenic differentiation and growth factor production 

given in the first 11 equations are the same as those given in 

[12]. When a grid volume contains a vessel, the variable vc  is 

set to 1, otherwise 0vc   . The evolution of vc  is determined 

by blood vessel growth, branching and anastomosis, as 

proposed by [12]. 

The approach for modeling the blood vessel network is 

Blood vessel growth is modeled by solving the tip velocity 

equations that describe the movement of the corresponding tip 

cell [12, 13]. Branching i.e., new tip creation, occurs for high 

VEGF concentrations and anastomosis when a tip cell meets a 

blood vessel i.e., when the tip cell reaches a grid volume with

1vc  .   

A. Implementation details  

The system of the 12 partial differential equations is 

numerically solved with the method of lines (MOL). Spatial 

discretization of the PDEs is implemented using the finite 

volume method to ensure mass conservation and non-negativity 

of the variables [46]. The model is solved on a 2D grid with a 

grid cell size of 25 μm. The derived ordinary differential 

equations (ODE) are integrated in time using ROWMAP, a 

ROW-code of order 4 with Krylov techniques for large stiff 

ODEs [47]. More details can be found in [12]. 

B. Geometrical model of bone healing 

Numerical calculations were performed on a spatial domain 

derived from a real callus geometry of a standardized femoral 

rodent fracture [48]. The geometry of the fracture callus, the 

initial positions of the endothelial cells and the boundary 

conditions are depicted in Fig. 2. The values of the initial and 

boundary conditions are based on [49]. No-flux boundary 

conditions are considered for all variables, except for those 

depicted in Fig. 2.  

Due to symmetry issues only one-fourth of the domain is 

considered. Initially the callus is assumed to consist of fibrous 

tissue i.e., 10init

fm  mg/ml. tissue i.e., 10init

fm  mg/ml. 

 

Fig. 2 Model of callus geometry derived from one fourth of real fracture callus 

geometry at postfracture week 3 [36] due to symmetry [12] (1) periosteal 

callus; (2) intercortical callus; (3) endosteal callus; (4) cortical bone. cells 

(Right) Boundary conditions; cm: mesenchymal stem cells; cf : fibroblasts; gc: 
chondrogenic growth factors; gb: osteogenic growth factors; cv:endothelial cells 

p: interstitial fluid pressure. 

 

  

 

Fig. 1.  Schematic overview of the hybrid model [12]. GF: growth factor, 

m=mf + mc + mb: total tissue density, X: maximum tissue density which 

allows for proliferation. The involvement of a variable in a regeneration 
subprocess is indicated by showing the name of that variable next to the arrow 

representing that particular subprocess.  
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Mesenchymal stem cells and fibroblasts are also assumed to be 

released into the callus tissue from the periosteum, the 

surrounding tissues and the bone marrow (
42 10bc

mc   cells/ml, 

and 
42 10bc

fc    cells/ml) during the first 3 postfracture (PF) 

days [49]. An initial amount of chondrogenic growth factors is 

assumed at the degrading bone ends (
42 10bc

cg   mg/ml) 

during the first 5 PF days. Osteogenic growth are also delivered 

through the cortex factors during the first 10 PF days (
42 10bc

bg   mg/ml). The initial positions of the tip cells are 

shown in Fig. 2. Endothelial cells leave the callus domain freely 

[49]. The periosteal region which is in close contact with the 

soft tissues serves as a source of acoustic pressure of ultrasound 

(p = 5 mmH) in order to simulate transducers’ application 

during axial ultrasound transmission.  

C. Sensitivity analysis 

In [12] an extensive convergence analysis on the grid cell 

size and time step size has been presented as well as a sensitivity 

analysis on the parameters that are related to angiogenesis. 

Since no specific values are reported in the literature for the 

newly introduced variables Dp and K for bone, we investigate 

herein the sensitivity of the model outcome to different 

combinations between Dp and K. Four different cases were 

investigated for the non-dimensional K values i.e., 

0.001, 0.01,0.1,1K  . For each of these values, Dp ranged from 

 
Fig. 3.  Predicted spatiotemporal evolution of fibrous tissue, cartilage bone matrix density (MD, ×0.1g/ml ), vasculature and VEGF under the presence of 

Ultrasound. Dp=0.002 and K= 0.1. The spatiotemporal evolution of the interstitial fluid pressure of ultrasound is also presented.   
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0.002 to 2 i.e., Dp =0.002, 0.02, 0.2, 2. The model parameters 

were non-dimensionalized in accordance with [12].  

Regarding the newly introduced parameters they were non-

dimensionalized as follows (tildes refer to non-dimensionalized 

parameters):  

2 2
, ,

p

p o

D T KT
D K P

L L
    

where T= 1 day, L =3.5 mm, P0= 1 mmHg.  

III. RESULTS 

The evolution of the tissue density in the callus during 

normal healing with and without the presence of ultrasound for 

are presented in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. Figures 3 and 4 present bone 

healing predictions for Dp = 0.002, K=0.1 and for Dp = 2 and 

K=0.1, respectively. All models can successfully describe the 

most important features of bone healing which start with the 

migration of mesenchymal cells, fibroblasts and the release of 

growth factors into the callus from the surrounding tissues. 

Near the cortex and at a distance from the fracture gap the 

mesenchymal stem cells differentiate into osteoblasts while in 

the rest of the callus they differentiate into chondrocytes. When 

chondrocytes become hypertrophic the angiogenic and 

osteogenic process starts by producing vascular growth factors. 

Without the ultrasound effect this occurs at the first post 

fracture week i.e., PFW 1 in the periosteal callus which includes 

the first blood vessels and at PFW 2 in the endosteal callus 

(Fig.5). Under the ultrasound effect for Dp = 2 and K=0.1 the 

angiogenesis onset is not really influenced. However for Dp = 

0.002, K=0.1 angiogenesis starts in the periosteal callus at day 

3 PF and in the endosteal at day 8 i.e., about a week earlier than 

without the ultrasound effect (Figure 5).  

Thereafter the vessels deliver oxygen and nutrients which 

leads to endochondral ossification. The gap is then gradually 

filled with bone while the densities of cartilage and fibrous 

tissue decrease. In Fig. 3 i.e., for Dp = 0.002, K=0.1, the 

intercortical ossification starts at around day 23. However, in 

both Figs. 4 and 5 i.e., for Dp = 0.2, K=0.1 and without the 

ultrasound effect, this occurs 5-6 days later. Meanwhile, blood 

vessels grow and develop a network that occupies the whole 

callus region and supplies the complete fracture with oxygen 

and nutrients. It can be seen that for Dp = 0.002 ultrasound leads 

to enhanced branching and anastomosis mechanisms creating 

faster the vascular network within the callus region. In that case 

bone healing is completed at around day 26 PF. However the 

influence for Dp = 0.2 is limited since the evolution of the 

vascular network is quite similar to that without the ultrasound 

presence. In these two cases bone healing takes around 4-5 

weeks.  

Figure 6 presents the blood vessel network for different 

values of Dp ranging from 0.002 to 2 and for K=0.1. For Dp = 2 

and Dp=0.2 the tip cells move in more or less similar directions 

(Figs 6(a) and 6(b)). As Dp increases, blood vessels are shown 

to create more branches and occupy the callus area earlier. More 

specifically for Dp= 0.02 angiogenesis in the periosteal callus is 

accelerated after day 15 PF. For Dp = 0.002 angiogenesis in the 

periosteal callus starts earlier than the rest cases. Furthermore 

at day 23 the blood vessels have almost fully occupied in the 

endosteal and periosteal callus and have started invading in the 

intercortical callus.    

Figures 7(a), (b) and (c) present the evolution of average 

density of osteoblasts, bone matrix density and the vascular 

density in the callus region for three examined combinations 

between Dp and K. The remaining cases have not been included 

in the figure since they exhibit almost similar behavior to that 

without the presence of ultrasound. The corresponding results 

derived from the model without the ultrasound effect [12] are 

also depicted in each figure. It can be seen that for Dp= 0.002 

and K=0.1 the osteoblasts density is higher than for the other 

examined combinations as well as than for the model without 

the ultrasound effect. For higher values of Dp (even for the cases 

not shown in the figure) the effect of ultrasound is more 

pronounced in the onset of the healing process and until day 20. 

Thereafter the density is slightly higher than in the model 

 
Fig. 4. Predicted spatiotemporal evolution of fibrous tissue, cartilage bone 
matrix density (MD, ×0.1g/ml ), vasculature and VEGF under the presence of 

Ultrasound. Dp=2 and K= 0.1. The spatiotemporal evolution of the interstitial 

fluid pressure of ultrasound is also presented. 
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without ultrasound for Dp = 0.02 and K = 0.1 whereas for higher 

Dp and lower K values it becomes almost equal or slightly 

lower. Similar behavior is also shown for the bone matrix and 

the vascular densities in the callus (Figs. 7(b), 7(c)).  

More specifically at day 30 PF the bone matrix and vascular 

densities are equal to 93% and 36.64%, respectively, whereas 

under the ultrasound presence (for Dp= 0.002 and K=0.1) they 

are equal to 98.4% and 40.47%, respectively. These results 

suggest that the effect of ultrasound is more pronounced for low 

Dp and high K values. Table I presents the surface fraction of 

blood vessels in the callus throughout the healing course 

derived from the ultrasound models for Dp=0.002, Dp=0.02 and 

 
Fig. 5. Predicted spatiotemporal evolution of fibrous tissue, cartilage bone matrix density (MD, ×0.1g/ml), vasculature and vascular growth factor without the 

presence of Ultrasound [12]. 

 

TABLE I 

SURFACE FRACTIONS OF BLOOD VESSELS IN CALLUS (%) 

 
PFW2  

(DAY 14) 
PFW3  

(DAY 21) 

PFW4  
(DAY 28) 

Dp=0.02 

K=0.1 

9.77 23.36 36.56 

Dp=0.002 

K=0.1 

14.06 27.42 39.38 

Model 

without US 

8.05 19.53 33.91 

 

 

Fig. 6 Sensitivity to the diffusivity of acoustic pressure.The evolution of 
vasculature is shown for Dp=2, Dp=0.2, Dp=0.02 and Dp=0.002. In this case 

K=0.1. 
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K=0.1 as well as from the model without ultrasound. 

Augmented fractions are found for the ultrasound models 

compared with the model without ultrasound with the 

deviations to be more significant for Dp = 0.002 and at PFW2 

and PFW3.   

Figure 8 presents the temporal evolution of the tissue 

fractions in the periosteal, intercortical and endosteal callus 

derived from the newly developed model with ultrasound for 

Dp = 0.002 and K=0.1 and the model without ultrasound. 

Similar trends are observed in both models during the healing 

course. In order to calculate the tissue fractions, the spatial 

images are first binarised employing tissue-specific thresholds 

(0 when the tissue does not exist and 1 when the tissue exists in 

a grid cell). Then, an equal weight is assigned to the different 

tissues, i.e. if three tissues are contained in a grid cell, that 

specific grid cell area is divided by three when the tissue 

fractions are calculated. It can be seen that the bone fraction 

gradually increases as the fibrous tissue disappears and the 

cartilage first rises, reaches a peak and then declines. However, 

all processes of tissue formation and degradation in the whole 

callus area are affected by US presence. The fibrous tissue 

decreases with a higher rate in the periosteal and endosteal 

callus. At day 5 and 23 the fibrous tissue fraction in the 

endosteal callus is 72.67% and 2% respectively in the model 

with ultrasound as compared with 94.17% (day 5) and 10% (day 

23) in the models without ultrasound. Furthermore under the 

influence of ultrasound cartilage formation in the endosteal 

callus starts at day 9 i.e., 4 days earlier than without ultrasound 

and is completed at day 25, i.e., 5 days later. Finally the bone 

tissue fraction is predicted to increase faster in the ultrasound 

model with the differences to be more significant in the 

endosteal callus. More specifically in the endosteal callus bone 

fraction increases from 60.83% (day 20) in the ultrasound 

model (vs 28.44% in the model without ultrasound) to 91.98% 

(day 30) (vs 86% without ultrasound). In the periosteal callus 

bone fraction increases from 42.58% (day 15) in the ultrasound 

model (vs 30.42% in the model without ultrasound) to 93.75 % 

(day 25) (vs 85.42% without ultrasound).  

IV. DISCUSSION  

In this work we presented for the first time a hybrid 

mathematical model for deriving bone healing predictions 

under the effect of ultrasound. Since the exact mechanisms by 

which ultrasound accelerates bone healing are unknown the aim 

of this model was also to provide novel insights and 

fundamental understanding of the influence of ultrasound on 

bone regeneration and angiogenesis.  

The model was based on the one described in [12] and was 

further extended by i) including an additional equation 

describing the spatiotemporal evolution of the acoustic 

interstitial fluid pressure and ii) appropriately modifying the 

equation that describes the spatiotemporal evolution of VEGF. 

Ultrasound was assumed to primarily affect VEGF transport 

which is in accordance with previous in vitro studies on human 

cells [35, 36].    

Since no values are reported in the literature for the 

 

Fig. 7 Predicted temporal evolution of (a) average density of osteoblasts, (b)   

bone matrix density and (c) vascular density in callus for all combinations 

between Dp and K. The corresponding results for the model without the 

ultrasound effect i.e. the model of (Peiffer et al., 2011) is also presented.   
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parameters Dp, and K for ultrasound transmission in bone, an 

extensive sensitivity analysis of the model’s outcome was 

performed for different combinations of diffusivities ranging 

from 0.002 to 2 and hydraulic conductivities ranging from 0.1 

to 1. It should be noted that these values are non-

dimensionalized in accordance with [12]. The values of the 

parameter K were at the order to those presented in the 

mathematical model of [44] describing the effect of the 

interstitial fluid pressure on angiogenic behavior in solid 

tumors. The values of the parameter Dp were chosen at the order 

of the diffusion coefficients presented in the model of [12].  

In all the examined cases the model was able to capture 

significant events of the normal fracture healing process such 

as intramembranous and endochondral ossification. Ultrasound 

was found to have the most significant effect in bone healing 

mechanisms for Dp=0.02 and Dp=0.002 and for K=0.1 i.e., for 

the lower diffusion coefficients and the highest hydraulic 

conductivity. In these cases stable gradients of interstitial 

acoustic pressure were observed i.e., the ultrasound stimulation 

was heterogeneous. However, higher Dp values yield almost 

immediately a uniform acoustic pressure density in the callus 

(equal to the applied boundary condition p=5) meaning that 

everything is stimulated/or inhibited in the same way. Therefore 

our findings suggest that ultrasound significantly influences the 

bone healing mechanisms when the interstitial acoustic pressure 

a) is heterogeneous and b) highly affects VEGF diffusion i.e., 

for high values of K. 

 On the other hand when the diffusion coefficient of the 

interstitial pressure is increased and VEGF transport is less 

affected (i.e., for higher Dp and lower K) ultrasound was found 

to enhance osteoblast average density and bone formation in 

callus for the first 2 PFW i.e., during the reparative phase of 

healing. Nevertheless during the last healing stages ultrasound 

had either no or even a slightly negative effect.  

Moreover higher amounts of blood vessels were observed at 

weeks 2-4 in the ultrasound models (Dp=0.02 and Dp=0.002 

aand K=0.1) at weeks 2-4. This enhancement effect was more 

pronounced for lower Dp.  Previous experimental works report 

that ultrasound enhances the liberation of the vascular 

endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and this could be the reason 

of the augmented levels of vascularity on the site and the 

enhanced angiogenesis. Increased new blood vessel formation 

due to ultrasound have been also reported in various animal 

fractures using techniques such as Doppler assessment [39, 26]. 

 Calculations of the volume fractions of all tissues in the 

endosteal, periosteal and intercortical callus during the healing 

course showed a more rapid decrease in the fibrous tissue 

volume fraction and an increased bone formation rate and thus 

increased levels of bone matrix. These findings are in 

agreement with previous animal studies on a sheep osteotomy 

which report that transosseous ultrasound application leads to 

an increase in bone matrix density and accelerated healing time 

[43]. Increased levels of bone density due to ultrasound are also 

reported in [27, 51].   

The qualitative evolution of cartilage is similar for both 

models with and without ultrasound (Figure 8). However in the 

ultrasound model: i) the cartilage fraction in the periosteal 

callus decreases faster and ii) in the endosteal callus cartilage 

 
Fig. 8.  Prediction of  the temporal evolution of the bone cartilage and fibrous tissue fractions (%) in the periosteal, intercortical and endosteal callus derived from 

the newly developed model with ultrasound for Dp=0.002 and K=0.1 and the model without ultrasound [12]. 
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formation and degradation occurs earlier than in the model 

without the ultrasound effect. These observations may be 

indicative of an earlier endochondral ossification and are 

consistent with several in vitro and in vivo studies reporting that 

US leads to earlier chondrogenesis and cartilage hypertrophy 

causing earlier endochondral ossification [39]. In this respect a 

possible US affected pathway that could be suggested from the 

proposed model (i.e., by accounting a direct US influence on 

the VEGF transport) may that of the endochondral ossification 

[39].  

The osteoblast density was also found to be about 10% 

greater in the ultrasound model from PFW1 to PFW4, which is 

also reported in previous experimental studies [50-54]. 

Nevertheless no safe conclusions can be drawn for this 

enhancement influence since this is downstream effect and has 

not been explicitly modeled herein.   

Leung et al., [55] applied LIPUS on human periosteal cell 

culture and found that it has a negative effect on osteoblast 

proliferation but enhances their differentiation through 

osteocytes in vitro. The authors suggested that this may be 

attributed to the increased levels of PGE2 release from 

osteocytes. This could possibly explain our finding that for high 

Dp and low K ultrasound has no or slightly negative effect in 

bone healing mechanisms.  

The remodeling phase of bone healing is not addressed by 

the proposed model. Nevertheless the direct effects of US on 

the cellular processes involved in the bone remodeling stage of 

healing have not been elucidated yet. Mundi et al. [1] suggest 

the hemodynamic shear stress caused by the LIPUS-induced 

increase in blood pressure as well as the subsequent increased 

fluid flow and fluid turbulence at the fracture site to play 

significant role in bone remodeling by causing the gathering of 

osteoprogenitor cells from the marrow.  

The effects of the mechanical environment in the callus were 

also not examined in this work. However, variations in the 

stability of the fracture and the motion between the bone 

fragments may influence cell migration, cell proliferation or 

matrix formation and the angiogenic response [56]. In addition 

previous studies have found increased mechanical stimulus 

during distraction osteogenesis [57]. Cell differentiation and 

tissue development may be also sensitive to alterations in the 

mechanical environment. 

As previously mentioned ultrasound has been experimentally 

found to affect multiple cellular mechanisms during bone 

healing. In this respect we have extended by performing some 

initial simulations which also account for the effect of 

ultrasound on osteoblasts proliferation and VEGF production. 

Nevertheless further investigation is needed in order to draw 

safe conclusions and determine whether certain scenarios of US 

affected mechanisms are more plausible than others. 

Furthermore several ultrasonic parameters that have been 

reported to influence the effect of US on fracture healing such 

as temperature changes, frequency, intensity, dose, duration and 

timing of US application are not considered herein.  However, 

models that also account for the mechanical environment and 

the interaction of the acoustic pressure with such physical 

parameters would provide significant information and 

constitute a valuable extension of the proposed framework.  

 CONCLUSIONS 

In this work we incorporate for the first time the effect of 
ultrasound on a previously developed hybrid model of bone 
regeneration. The results made clear that when the interstitial 
acoustic pressure is heterogeneous and the effect on VEGF 
transport is high, ultrasound plays a significant role in the 
underlying healing mechanisms and lead to accelerated bone 
regeneration. However, when the pressure rapidly reaches a 
plateau and VEGF transport is less affected, the effect is more 
pronounced only during the reparative phases of bone healing. 
In conclusion mathematical models accounting for the 
multifaceted effect of ultrasound could be a useful tool for the 
orthopedic surgeons assisting them to predict the treatment 
outcome, early diagnose complications and continuously 
monitor the progress of healing course. 
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